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HOW GFDRR WORKS
BRINGING RESILIENCE TO SCALE

1. Grant making: technical assistance
2. Thematic Programs: bringing/building expertise
3. Partnerships: connecting people
AGENDA
2030

UN World Conference on Disaster Risk Reduction
2015 Sendai Japan

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS

COP21 - CMP11
PARIS 2015
UN CLIMATE CHANGE CONFERENCE
HOW IS GFDRR FINANCED?
POSSIBLE AVENUES FOR ENGAGEMENT

**Preparedness**
- Civil protection
- Contingency planning

**Climate adaptation**
- Robust decision making
- Catalyze investments

**Cities/Infrastructure**
- Avoiding creation of new risk
- Building regulation

**SIDS (SISRI)**
- Support delivery
- Reduce dispersion
Country Diagnostic
- Risk assessments
- Preparadness diagnostics
- Resilience indicators

Preparadness
- Civil protection systems
- Early warning systems
- Contingency planning

Resilient Recovery
- Damage and needs assessments
- Strengthening recovery systems
- Rapid response

Risk Financing
- Scalable social protection
- Financial protection
- Public financial management for emergencies
Support Transformative Policies
- Mainstreaming into national policies/investments
- Robust decision making
- Measuring resilience (*Resilience Indicators*)

Leverage Resources
- Support/leverage large investments
- Catalyze private capital

Scale Up Climate Action
- Hydromet/Climate Risk Early Warning Systems (CREWS)
- Small Island States Resilience Initiative (SISRI)
- Disaster Risk Financing and Insurance (DRFI)
- Inclusive Community Resilience (ICR)
- Resilient Cities/Resilient Infrastructure

Work with Others
- Scale up Partnerships with MDBs, GCF, GEF, UNFCCC